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Project
The project will focus on producing an annotated digital edition of Andreas Okopenko’s diaries. The edition will follow the TEI
standard and is connected to the website of the Austrian National Library with open access. In addition, the most significant parts
of the annotated diaries will be printed.

Workflow
DIGITIZATION — XML SCHEMA — TRANSCRIPTION, ENCODING — XML DATABASE — DIGITAL EDITION — BOOK EDITION

Material
The diaries (1950-1955) selected within the scope of the project consist of approximately 4.000 pages, containing
MANUSCRIPTS — TYPOSRICPTS — NEWSPAPER CUTTINGS — LETTERS — NOTE SHEETS — PERSONAL DOCUMENTS — DRAWINGS

Andreas Okopenko (1930-2010)
He was one of Austria’s first experimental
writers, a pioneer in hypertext-literature
(‘Lexikon-Roman’, 1970), and winner of the
Grand Austrian State Prize for Literature
and the Georg Trakl Prize.
His writing is characterized by ‘personal
realism’ and a high level of cultural selfreflection.
His sharp perceptions and awareness of his
own historical context make him a
distinguished ‘archeologist’, ‘archivist’ and
‘chronicler’ of his time.

Reproduced facsimiles
© Literary Archives of the Austrian National Library, Vienna.
(Nachlass Andreas Okopenko, LIT 399/12)

Questions to consider
►

How to encode the variety of inserts being pasted, stuck or folded into the diaries?

►

Where to draw the line with the inclusion of additional material within the poet’s estate?

►

What significant information reaching beyond the biographical, literary historical and
text-based interest should be included?

►

Which reading strategies should be considered in order to attract more users? How to
combine editorial and publishing efforts?
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